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SOUTHERN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS DECEMBER, 1986

A METHODOLOGY FOR ESTIMATING INTEGRATED
FORECASTING/DECISION MODEL PARAMETERS USING
LINEAR PROGRAMMING

James N. Trapp

Abstract profits. In many decisionmaking cases, the
A linear programming algorithm is used to sensitivity of the decision to changes in the

forecasted value varies over the range of fore-estimate the parameters of a wheat storage ^^^ ^^ varies over the range of fore-estimate the parameters of a wheat storage casts to be made. For example, in the wheatdecision model. This approach allows objec- sts to be made. exa e, i the wheat
tive functions other than minimization of ^^ ^ ^ ^e, the accuracy of fore-tive functions other than minimization of casts that generate expected returns near theerror squared to be used. It is demonstrated break-even level are quite critical, while those
that by using a profit maximization objective that show large expected profits or losses
function, an improved wheat storage decision that show large expecte
model can be developed need not be as accurate.mol cn be d. In developing models for decision making,
Key words: decision model, parameter es- a methodology is needed that is capable of

timation, linear programming, considering the decision objective and plac-
wheat, storage, forecasting. ing more emphasis/weight on forecasting ac-

curacy within critical ranges. Indeed, in theTraditional agricultural economic fore- overall decisionmaking process, the modeloverall decisionmaking process, the modelcasting models are often used to aid pro- desired is not just a forecasting model, butducers in making management decisions. A an integrated forecasting/decision model. The
classic example is the decision of whether objective of such a model is not to minimize
to store or sell wheat. An econometric model any measure of forecasting error but to max-
is first used to forecast expected future wheat imize the benefits obtainable from a series
prices. The forecasted wheat price is then of decisions, where the benefits will be re-used in a storage decision model. Generally, alized with uncertainty at some future time.the decision model framework consists of The parameters sought for an integrated fore-
some form of budgeting activity where stor- casting/decision model are those that link aage costs are compared to expected revenues set of known variables to a set of prescribed
as derived from the forecasted wheat price. decision alternatives in an optimal manner.
If an adequate positive return to storage is Optimal, in a generalized decisionmaking
indicated, the decision to store follows. case, will be defined here as maximization

The procedure described in the preceding of the profits associated with the decisions.
paragraph is typical of many integrated fore- The model is an integrated forecasting/de-
casting and decisionmaking processes. It im- cision model in the sense that the outcome
plicitly assumes that the statistical criteria of the decision is implicitly forecasted in
used in developing the forecast model, i.e., determining the optimal decision. This ar-
minimizing error squared, are consistent with tide will present and test a methodology for
and optimal for the subsequent use of the estimating optimal parameters for integrated
forecasts in a decisionmaking model. The forecasting/decision models. It will be shown
parameter estimation process does not con- that the desired parameters can be obtained
sider the impact of the forecasting errors using mixed integer linear programming
upon the decisions made and the resulting methods.
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METHODOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT eter. Likewise, the third and fourth columns
initial reference point, Sposito's dem (activities) provide for estimates of a slope

As an initial reference point, Spositos de- parameter for the independent variable X.
onstration of the use of linear programming Te technical coeficients of columns threeThe technical coefficients of columns threeto estimate parameters that minimize abso- and four are positive and negative values of
lute error will be reviewed. Sposito has dem- n d four are pos nden t variables. Te suthe observed independent variables. The sum
onstrated the use of linear programming to the ierep d e araee a

estimate parameters of a model (equation) of the intercept and slope parameter activi-estimate parameters of a model (equation). ties is constrained to e^ua the dependent
ties is constrained to equal the dependent

The objective function he demonstrates is variable observation, Y, for each period. To
similar to that of ordinary least squares, ex- 

. '. .. the degree this is not feasible, slack activitiescept that deviations from the observed value i 
are measured in terms of absolute values representing absolute errors are permitted,are measured in terms of absolute values

instead of squared values. Letting el denote but with a penalty to the objective function.instead of squared values. Letting el denote
positive deviations and e,, negative devia- Thus, the parameters found will minimize
tions, X a matrix of independent variable the absolute error of a linear equation fortions, X a matrix of independent variable the data set.values, Y a vector of dependent variable val- the da se
ues, and b a vector of n parameters, any fitted programming to estimate
equation can be represented for the ith ob- equation parameters as described above is in
servation as: essence an alternative to using ordinary least

squares. The procedure still focuses upon
n forecasting error rather than profit maximi-

(1) Z Xilbj + eli + e21 = Yi. zation from the decision process. However,
j=1 the framework of linear programming pro-

vides the flexibility to specify many differentThus, the appropriate objective function and vides the flexibility to specify many different
objective functions. By augmenting the pa-constraint equation to estimate the parameter objective functions. By augmenting the pa-

set b using linear programming becomes: .rameter activities with different types of ac-set bi using linear programming becomes:
(2) Minimize tivity sets, various alternative objective

k functions can be specified. Each objective
(el, + e2i) function specified will result in a different

i= 1 set of optimal parameters with any given data
set. The augmentation sought here is one that

subject to describes the profits and losses generated by
n the decisions prescribed by the model.
Z Xbj - el, + e2 = YI for all i

j=1

el,, e2 >_ 0; b, unrestricted in sign, ESTIMATING DECISION MODEL
PARAMETERS

where k is the number of observations. The
parameter vector b is in essence a set of The example decision model case to be
activity level solutions. considered is that of wheat storage. What is

Sposito's specification has been modified sought is an equation that predicts storage
to allow for both negative and positive pa- profits and losses from which storage deci-
rameters and displayed in tableau form in sions can be based. Only two decision alter-
Figure 1, Tableau 1. The tableau contains natives will be considered, i.e., to either store
one row for each observation. The first two or not store wheat from harvest until Decem-
columns (activities) provide for estimates of ber. The decision to store will be assumed
either a positive ornegative intercept param- to occur if positive profits are predicted,

Tableau 1 - Minimize Absolute Error

Objective value 0 0 0 0 1 1 *· · 1 1 1 * 1
Activity a -a B -B e, e2 *· eN -e, -e2 ** -eN

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
Observation #1 1 -1 X, -X, 1 -1 =Y,
Observation #2 1 -1 X2 -X2 1 -1 Y

Observation #N 1 -1 X -XN 1 -1 =YN

Figure 1. Parameter Estimation Tableaus
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otherwise the assumed decision is to sell at question is for a profit or loss year. Thus,
harvest. More alternatives could theoretically within column 7, the historical amount of
be considered (sell at other times, sell part return, Y1, is entered in the objective function
of the crop, etc.), but these will not be in row as a positive value and in observation
order to keep the illustration and compari- row 1 as a negative value. Since observation
sons simple. The matrix of activities which row 1 is constrained to equal zero and forced
augment the parameter activities must be solution row 1 forces activity 7 into solution,
capable of describing all of the decision/ the sum of the activities in columns 1 through
payoff combinations. In this case, there are 6 (the prediction equation activities) is being
only four: (a) generate positive contributions forced toward a positive value to offset the
to the objective function equal to actual stor- negative profit value entered in activity 7.
age profits in cases where the mode,'s so- Hence, the decision/prediction equation will
lution recommends storage and profits predict values with the desired sign. To the
actually occurred; (b) generate a negative extent this equality is not satisfied, activity
contribution to the objective function equal SO1 in column 8 allows for over-estimation
to actual storage loss in cases where the of the return level and activity SU, in column
model's solution recommends storage and 9 allows for under-estimation.
losses actually occurred; (c) generate no im- The objective function is not penalized for
pact upon the objective function in cases over- or under-estimation of storage returns,
where the model's solution recommends no except when returns are under-estimated so
storage and losses occurred; and (d) generate badly that negative returns to storage are
no impact upon the objective function when predicted. Such a prediction would lead to
the model's solution recommends no storage an incorrect decision. Wrong decision row 1
and storage profits actually occur. In the latter monitors the error condition to determine if
case, an improper decision was made, but this has happened. If the level of SU, exceeds
the objective function should not be penal- Y1 -.1, then penalty activity WI in column
ized since no actual losses were encountered. 10 is forced into the solution. This activity

Tableau 2 in Figure 1 illustrates the mixed is designated as an interger activity. It causes
integer linear programming matrix devel- the objective function to be penalized by the
oped to describe the wheat storage decision storage profit amount Y,. This offsets the
model. Columns 10, 14, and 18 represent forced-in positive return and makes the net
integer activities. The X and Y values are return equal to zero. Thus, the erroneous
defined similar to the X and Y values in decision to not store when profits could have
Tableau 1. They are historical values. In this been realized ends up netting zero profit.
case, the Y variables are a time series of Entry of penalty activity Wi also releases the
budgeted net returns to storing wheat to the constraint upon the amount of under-esti-
month of December. The X values are in- mation allowed by 100 units. Hence, the
dependent variables whose definitions will wrong decision will not be penalized twice,
be discussed presently. which would result in negative profits. One

The matrix contains three basic types of hundred was picked as an arbitrarily large
row operations. The first type is labeled as number to avoid any double penalizing of
an observation row. Considering observation wrong decisions.
row 1 and its column intersections, the first The nature of the constraint and right-hand-
six columns are activities to estimate the side variable in wrong decision row 1, and
parameters of the model and are similar to all wrong decision rows in general, bears
the first four columns in Sposito's general more elaboration. For the decision parameter
matrix reported in Tableau 1. Two, rather estimation process to work correctly, the
than one, independent variables have been penalty activity W, must be invoked when
specified to show that multivariable models SU, becomes equal to Y,. Otherwise, the ob-
are feasible and to be consistent with an servation row equality constraint can always
actual application to be developed later. Val- be satisfied by setting all parameter activities
ues to the right of column 6 describe the in rows 1 through 6 equal to zero and then
decision payoff structure. In the case of ob- having activity SUi always equal to activity
servation row 1, a year (case) in which re- Y,. Under these conditions, the observation
turns are positive is described. Since the X row equality constraint would always be sat-and Y values are historical values, it is pos- isfied without the W, penalty activity being
sible to define whether the observation in invoked; hence, the objective function value
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b)

O

Tableau 2 - Maximize Storage Profit

Objective value 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y 0 0 -Y, 0 0 0 Y2 YN 0 0 -YN

Activity a -a BR -B, B2 -B2 -R, SO, SU, W, -R2 S SU W SON SUN WN
I I I

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Observation #1 1 -1 X1, -X1 1 X21 -X21 -Y1 -1 1 i O 
Forced solution #1I 1 1
Wrong decision #1 1 -1001 1 Y - .10

Observation #2 1 -1 X12 -X1 2 X22 -X2 2 i i-Y 2 1 -1 - O
Forced solution #2 1 1
Wrong decision #2 1 -100 I Y
......... t ...-. ...--.- -....................................

Observation *N 1 -1 X1N -X1N X2N -X2N i I Y -
Forced solution #N 
Wrong decision #N 1 -100 I YN .

Figure 2. Parameter Estimation Tableaus



would be at a maximum. However, the de- tributing a -2 to the equality condition of
cision model/equation derived would be use- observation row 2.
less since it would always predict zero profits. Wrong decision row 2 monitors the mag-
To prevent this solution result, the wrong nitude of the under-estimation of the actual
decision row constraint needs to be specified loss. If the level of SU2 exceeds a I -Y2 I -.1,
as a strictly "less than" I Y I constraint instead which for the example considered is 9.9,
of a "less than" or "equal to" I Y, I constraint. (i.e., 10 -. 1), profits will be predicted when
But a "less than" constraint is not an available losses actually occurred. Such a prediction
constraint option in linear programming. will lead to an incorrect decision and the
However, a simple modification can be made loss of Y2 cents per bushel. In this situation,
to convert a "less than or equal to" constraint wrong decision row 2 causes the integer pen-
into an approximate "less than" constraint. alty activity W2 in column 14 to be brought
The modification is to subtract an arbitrary into solution. Entry of activity W2 causes the
small value from I Y I . In this case, .1 was objective value to be penalized by the loss
used. Thus, a value "less than or equal to" Y2. It also released the constraint upon the
Yi -. 1 is effectively "less than" I Y, I . amount of under-estimation allowed by 100

The rows labeled observation 2, forced units.
solution 2, and wrong decision 2 are the In general, three row operations and four
same as the first three rows, but are for a columns are required for each observation
year (case) in which losses were encountered considered. Activities 1 through 6, which
on storage, i.e., Y < 0. Because losses were estimate the model parameters, apply over
encountered, the decision payoff activities all observations. The solution values for ac-
are specified differently. The correct decision tivities 1 through 6 will yield the prediction/
return level activity in column 11 now has decision equation which maximizes storage
a zero value in the objective function row profitsThe solution values for the prediction/de-since the correct decision is to not store and e soltio values for the prediction/de-

cision equation parameters may not bethe result is zero storage profit. A negative equation aaee 
Y2 is entered in column 11 for observation unique. Mo than one equation can lead tothe same set of correct decisions and thusrow 2. This actually results in a positive value the same set of correct decisions and thus
since Y, itself is negative; i.e., -(-Y:) equals ^ ^^ ^^^ function value. The dis-since Y2 itself is negative; i.e., -(-Y 2 ) equals crete nature of the decision process and profit/a positive value, Given that observation row loss consequences leads to this situation. In
2 is constrained to equal zero and activity te t s of the matrix deeloped in Tableau
11 is forced into solution, the sum of the ^ ^' of ^^ ^ P^ in Tableau11 is forced into solution, the sum of the 2, this is to say that a number of alternative
activities in columns 1 through 6 (the pre- activity levels for columns 1 through 6 willdiction equation activities) is being forced result in the same set of integer activities
toward a negative value. As was the case for ^ m the same ^ of integer activitiestoward a negative value. As was the case for being forced into solution for erroneous de-observation row 1, to the extent the obser- cisions. However, as the number of obser-
vation row equality is not able to be satisfied, vations considered increases, the parameter
activity SO, in cohimn 12 allows for over- vations considered increases, the parameteractivity SO2 in column 12 allows for over- range over which the same set of integer
estimation of the actual loss (i.e. predicting activities would come into solution is re-
too large a loss), and activity SU2 in column duced. This problem is of no major concern~~13~~duced. Thallows problem isr underestimation of theno major concern13 allows for under-estimation of the loss as long as an equation which renders a max-(i.e., predicting too small a loss). For ex- imum number of correct decisions is found.
ample, a loss of 10 cents per bushel would Unique solutions for the parameter values
be reflected by the entering of a positive 10 can be assured by adding penalty values toin column 11 of observation row 2; i.e., the objective function for the degree of over-
-(-10). If the sum of the activities in col- and under-estimation. This seems to be a
umns 1 through 6 over-estimated the loss by logical action since improperly anticipating
2 cents, they would sum to a -12. Activity the magnitude of profit to be received would
SO, would then have to equal 2 to satisfy likely lead to some economic cost due to
the equality condition for observation row improper planning. Penalties for the absolute
2. On the other hand, if the sum of the error in forecasting judged to be reflective
activities in columns 1 through 6 under- of such costs have been imposed for one of
estimated the loss by 2 cents and totaled a the decision model applications which fol-
-8, activity SU2 would have to equal 2, con- low.
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ALTERNATIVE MODEL DEVELOPMENT where:
Y = rate of return to storing wheat until

Three integrated wheat price forecasting mid-December, i.e., storage returns
and wheat storage decision models will be divided by harvest price times one
developed and presented. The first model hundred;
consists of a traditional econometric fore- X [1.0/log (quantity available/disap-
casting model and budgeting decision model pearance)] where quantity available
combination. The second and third models is total wheat production plus car-
consist of two alternative integrated fore- ryin stocks (natural logarithms are
casting/decision models whose parameters used); and
are estimated using mixed integer program- X2 change in wheat stocks during the
ming. For comparison purposes, all three year as a percent of quantity avail-
models will be based upon the same data able, i.e., carryin stocks minus car-
and function. The data used are for the period ryout stocks divided by quantity
1960 to 1979. It consists of four series de- available and multiplied by one
scribing the rate of return to wheat storage, hundred.
annual wheat supply, annual wheat disap-
pearance, and wheat carryover stock levels. The theoretical basis for the this model
The series for rate of return to wheat storage will not be elaborated upon since it is not
was calculated to be the return for storing the primary focus of this paper. The basic
wheat from June (the harvest month) to De- theory underlying the model is that of excess
cember. Over the period 1960-1979, Decem- demand for storage as presented by Bressler
ber, on average, was the most profitable month and King. This theory would indicate that as
to sell stored wheat. Returns to storage were the supply/demand ratio increased the re-
calculated as: turns to storage would decline; hence, the

(3) Storage return = December price - inverse of the log of this ratio would be
June price - Stor- expected to be positively correlated with the
age costs - Interest rate of return to storage. A negative sign is
cost. theorized for the change in stock level var-

Wheat prices used were the national av- iable. Declining stocks are generally associ-
erage mid-month price received by farmers ated with rising price and, hence, increased
for all wheat. Storage costs were calcualted returns to storage. Both estimated parameter
as 1.5 cents per bushel per month. Interest signs are as expected and are statistically
costs, reflecting the opportunity cost of the significant at the .025 level of confidence.
value of the stored wheat, were calculated
as 3 percent of the June harvest price, thus
reflecting a 6 percent annual interest rate.
These storage and interest costs were selected Linear Programming Model 1
as typical of the average costs incurred over The first integrated forecasting/decision
the 1960-1979 period. Both the storage costs model to be estimated is the one described
and the interest rate likely rose over the previously and represented in Tableau 2. The
period in ques o storage cost objective function specified can be storage cthought
series could be found to adjust storage costs. of as maximizing the cumulative profits from
Given storage cost changes could not be ob- a two-alternative decision situation over the
jectively quantified and that the major thrust data period considered. The equation derived
of this effort was to develop methodology, using this objective function is:
changes in interest rates were also ignored.

(5) Y = -4.276 + 1.287X1 + .0001X2.

The definitions of Y, Xi, and X2 are the same
The Econometric Model as for the econometric model.

The econometric forecast model, specified
and estimated, is as follows (values in par-g Model 2Linear Programming Model 2
enthesis are t-values for the parameters):

v(4)Y= -33.94+ 14s59X- 1.07X2 The second integrated forecasting/decision
Y -33.94+ 14.59X1 1.02 model to be specified is very similar to the

(3.6) (4.3) (2.2) first. The only change made is to the objective
Standard error = 17.65; R2 = .66, function specification. In the previous model,
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no consideration of the accuracy of the profit oped. As seen from the table, the prediction
and loss level forecasted, other than proper accuracy of the econometric model is far
sign, was given. It would appear reasonable superior to that of the two linear program-
to assume that the producer would encounter ming integrated forecasting/decision models
some economic costs by improperly antici- referred to as LP 1 and LP 2. This is as ex-
pating the magnitude of profits to be received pected given the econometric model was es-
in years he chose to store wheat. With this timated with the objective of minimizing
logic in mind, a value of -. 1, reflecting a 10 forecasting error squared. Outside of the data
percent penalty of profit, was entered in the range used for estimating the models, i.e.,
objective function row of all SO, and SUi years 1980 through 1984, the error squared
activities. Unlike the first linear programming values are quite comparable. Also, as might
model specification, this specification leads be expected, LP Model 2 has a lower sum of
to a unique set of parameter solutions for errors squared than LP Model 1. This would
each objective function value. be expected since LP Model 2 was penalized

The equation derived using this approach by a -.1 for profit prediction errors, while
is: LP Model 1 was not.

(6) Y = -10.698 + 3.224X1 + .00009X2. Table 2 summarizes the storage profits gen-
erated from using each of the models to make

Variable definitions are again the same as storage decisions. The cumulative profit col-
previously given for the econometric model. umns show that the two LP decision models
The parameter values obtained are different are superior to the econometric model and
than those obtained for LP Model 1. However, an arbitrary "lways-store" model. Despite
they are much closer in magnitude to the the fact that the two LP decision models had
parameters for LP Model 1 than to the pa- different objective functions and parameters,
rameters for the econometric model. they yield the same set of decisions and prof-

its. This is the case because of the lack of
Application and Evaluation uniqueness of the parameter solution values

Table 1 presents a summary of the predic- when only storage profits are considered in
tion accuracies of the three models devel- the objective functions. This fact was noted

TABLE 1. ACTUAL STORAGE PROFIT, PREDICTED STORAGE PROFIT, AND PREDICTION ERROR SQUARED FOR ECONOMETRIC AND
DECISION MODEL FORECASTS, 1960-1984

Actual Predicted profit by model type Prediction error squared by model type
Year profita Econometric LP 1 LP 2 Econometric LP 1 LP 2

............ ............................................. cents/bushel------------------------------------------------------------------
1960 ............. -5.33 -18.40 -2.52 -6.36 170.93 7.88 1.07
1961 ............. 1.65 -9.23 -2.45 -6.07 118.35 16.83 59.55
1962 ............. -6.02 -6.89 -2.44 -6.02 .76 12.75 0.00
1963 ............. -1.93 9.62 -1.76 -4.16 133.19 .03 5.01
1964 ............. -10.14 -3.75 -1.52 -3.80 40.86 74.37 40.18
1965 ............. -.66 20.25 -. 73 -1.60 437.06 .01 .89

'1966 ............. -7.40 22.36 -.10 -.10 885.84 53.33 53.33
1967 ............. -15.75 -1.10 -.77 -2.01 214.62 224.49 188.71
1968 ............. -8.65 -20.01 -1.72 -4.53 129.16 47.91 16.92
1969 ............. -3.82 -29.17 -3.82 -9.56 642.62 0.00 32.96
1970 ............. -3.82 7.00 -1.39 -3.34 117.09 5.91 .23
1971 ............. -17.38 -12.65 -1.70 -4.38 22.37 245.71 169.08
1972 ............. 69.18 36.74 .35 1.16 1,052.35 4,738.11 4,626.85
1973 ............. 90.00 69.67 3.69 9.46 413.31 7,449.76 6,487.33
1974 ............. 23.33 24.96 1.39 3.42 2.66 481.28 396.41
1975 ............. 10.70 4.89 .10 .10 33.71 112.36 112.36
1976 ............. -35.75 -22.05 -1.55 -4.15 187.69 1,169.98 998.69
1977 ............. 14.24 -4.97 -1.50 -3.79 369.06 247.81 325.01
1978 ............. .55 15.20 -1.95 -1.96 214.74 7,318.11 6.28
1979 ............. -1.93 8.61 -. 60 -1.47 110.99 1.77 .21
1980b......... 33.90 -2.41 -. 97 -2.53 1,318.42 1,215.92 1,327.14
1981b ............ -10.10 -4.91 -. 98 -2.58 26.94 83.17 83.17
1982b ............ -8.17 1.26 -.92 -2.33 88.93 52.56 34.10
1983b ............ -21.44 -13.64 -1.64 -4.08 60.84 392.04 301.37
1984 b ........... -27.14 2.52 -1.34 -3.35 879.72 665.64 565.96

Sum 7,672.23 17,301.58 15,832.81
aProfit is calculated assuming storage until the month of December, a storage charge of 1.5 cents per bushel

per month, and an interest rate of 6 percent applied to the June mid-month average price received by farmers for
wheat as reported in the Agricultural Prices Received series reported by the USDA.

b These years are outside the data used to estimate the models.
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in the methodological development. Table model in this respect. The question to be
2, like LP Model 1, considers only storage posed at this point is what objective function
profits and losses. The equation obtained for should the model being estimated have. If
LP Model 2 is unique with regard to maxi- the purpose for developing the model is to
mizing the objective function of Model 2. use it for decisionmaking, then some measure
But it and the solutions equation for LP Model of the decisionmaker's objective function is
1 are only two of a number of equations that more appropriate than the traditional econ-
would yield the same set of correct and in- ometric objective function of minimizing the
correct decisions as defined and reported in sum of errors squared. The linear program-
Table 2. ming approach to parameter estimation per-

The LP decision models are superior to the mits a variety of objective function choices
econometric model both within the data range to be made that are not possible with tra-
used to estimate the models and outside of ditional econometric models. A model which
it. Within the estimation period, the LP de- has been specified and estimated to maximize
cision models generate only three improper (or minimize) a certain objective function
decisions while the econometric model makes should always do so with greater ability than
seven wrong decisions. For the 5 years re- one specified for another purpose.
ported outside of the data estimation range,
the LP models generate only one improper
decision while the econometric model gen- SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
erates three improper decisions. The fact that
the two LP models perform the same both An alternative method of estimating inte-
within and outside the data period, despite grated forecast/decision model parameters
being estimated with somewhat different ob- has been presented. The method makes use
jective functions, testifies to the robustness of linear programming as the estimation al-
of the estimation approach. gorithm. This allows the objective function

The performance results reflected in Table for the estimation process to be flexible. It
2 are as expected. Since the LP models were is contended and demonstrated that this ca-
developed using measures of storage profit pability can be used to improve the profits
as their objective function, they would be derived from a wheat storage decision model.
expected to out-perform an econometric The fundamental reason this approach is able

TABLE 2. Ex POST RETURNS TO STORAGE USING ALTERNATIVE FORECASTING/DECISION MODELS, 1960-1984

Always store Econometric model LP model 1 LP model 2
Single Cumulative Single Cumulative Single Cumulative Single Cumulative

Year year total year total year total year total
.................................................................. cents/bushel . ................................................

1960 .......... -5.33 -5.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1961 .......... 1.65 -3.68 0.OOb 0.00 0.OOb 0.00 0.00b 0.00
1962 .......... -6.02 -9.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1963 .......... -1.93 -11.63 -1.93b -1.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1964 .......... -10.14 -21.77 0.00 -1.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1965 .......... -. 66 -22.43 -. 66b -2.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1966 .......... -7.40 -29.83 -7.40b -9.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1967 .......... -15.75 -45.58 0.00 -9.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1968 .......... -8.65 -54.23 0.00 -9.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1969 .......... -3.82 -58.05 0.00 -9.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1970 .......... -3.82 -61.87 -3.82b -13.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1971 .......... -17.38 -79.25 0.00 -13.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1972 .......... 69.18 -10.07 69.18 55.37 69.18 69.18 69.18 69.18
1973 .......... 90.00 79.93 90.00 145.37 90.00 159.18 90.00 159.18
1974 .......... 23.33 103.26 23.33 168.70 23.33 182.51 23.33 182.51
1975 .......... 10.70 113.96 10.70 179.40 10.70 193.21 10.70 193.21
1976 ..........- 35.75 78.21 0.00 179.40 0.00 193.21 0.00 193.21
1977 .......... 14.24 92.45 0.OOb 179.40 0.OOb 193.21 0.OOb 193.21
1978 .......... .55 93.00 .55 179.95 0.OOb 193.21 0.OOb 193.21
1979 .......... -1.93 91.07 -1.93b 178.02 0.00 193.21 0.00 193.21
1980' ......... 33.90 124.97 0.OOb 178.02 0.OOb 193.21 0.00b 193.21
1981 .........- 10.10 114.87 0.00 178.02 0.00 193.21 0.00 193.21
1982........ -8.17 106.70 -8.17b 169.85 0.00 193.21 0.00 193.21
1983'........ -21.44 85.26 0.00 169.85 0.00 193.21 0.00 193.21
1984 .........- 27.14 58.12 -27.14b 142.71 0.00 193.21 0.00 193.21

aThese years are outside the data used to estimate the models.
bIncorrect decision.
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to improve profits is because the parameter approach. A unique strength of linear pro-
estimation objective function is specified in gramming in this regard is its ability to si-
terms of profit maximization instead of fore- multaneously consider continuous as well as
cast error minimization. discrete decision options through the use of

A simple two variable, two decision alter- mixed integer programming. Optimal control
native wheat storage model was reported to also provides an alternative approach to de-
demonstrate the methodology. The capacity cision model parameter estimation and may
of the linear programming solution process be superior in certain dynamic and adaptive
will allow much more complexity to be de- cases. However, in general, the power of the
veloped in the model structure and objective solution process for optimal control prob-
function. Additional variables could be added. lems is much more restrictive than the linear
Also, a rather large number of decision al- programming approach developed. In addi-
ternatives can be easily considered by adding tion, the linear programming approach is in
activities descriptive of the payoffs for these general easier to implement and is familiar
decisions; i.e., in the wheat storage case, to a broader spectrum of the profession and
alternative storage period lengths, partial other potential clientele.
storage, etc. could be considered. The most Several disadvantages exist with the linear
limiting restriction in this regard would ap- programming approach to decision model
pear to be one of specification ability as parameter estimation. Compared to the tra-
opposed to the linear programming algo- ditional econometric approach, it is more
rithm's solution power. A potentially fruitful difficult to implement and it provides no

specification of the objective function a- established statistical measures or propertiesspecification of the objective function ap-
with which to evaluate the model. Anotherpears to be that of considering risk in the with which to evaluate the model. Another

objective function. A MOTAD type objec more controversial disadvantage may lie in
the methodology's fundamental strength. Thetive function which considers the amount of the methodology's fundamental strength. The

five fction whh c es the amont of model and decision process are interdepen-
profit variation as well as the magnitude of dent. Exploitation of the methodology'sdent. Exploitation of the methodology's
profits seems quite amenable to the meth- strength is dependent upon knowledge of,
odology developed. and an ability to quantify the decision process

The fundamental strength of the linear pro- and objective. In some cases, this may not
gramming approach to decision model pa- be meaningfully possible because of the com-
rameter estimation is in its capability to plexity, subjectiveness, or proprietary nature
consider objective functions that are unique of the decision process. Related to this aspect
to the decision purpose being considered. It is the fact that the methodology produces a
could be argued that the same uniqueness less generalized result than traditional fore-
could be achieved through various econo- casting models. Indeed, its strength is in being
metric methods such as a quadratic loss func- specific to the decision purpose. Despite these
tion (Fisher) or logit models as recently problems, it is believed that in a significant
suggested by Spreen and Arnade. However, number of applications the methodology's
these models in general suffer from a lack of potential to estimate model parameters with
ability to describe the nature of the decision more efficient performance in terms of the
alternatives and associated payoffs to the de- decision objective sought makes it a useful
gree possible with the linear programming tool.
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